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HARDY'S INEQUALITIES WITH

INDICES LESS THAN 1

PAUL R. BEESACK AND HANS P. HEINIG1

Abstract. In this paper Hardy inequalities are proved between weighted V, V

spaces with indices p, q less than 1. The results are almost characterizations of

those weights for which weighted estimates hold.

In this note we prove weighted Hardy inequalities with mixed indices less than 1.

The results are almost characterizations of those weights for which weighted

estimates hold. Our theorems correspond closely to the characterizations given by

Bradley [2] (and independently by Andersen and Muckenhoupt) for indices p, q

with 1 < p < q < oo, which are extensions of earlier results of Muckenhoupt [5]

for the case/? — q > \. Furthermore, they complement and extend some of those

recently given in [4].

Let u, v and / denote nonnegative extended real valued measurable functions on

(0, oo). For r > 0 and/?, q < \,p # 0, q ^ 0, we define K and J by

'/«/ f , .-„<     \1/p'
K(r) = (/'"(*)* dx)   q[fv(xy' dx)

and

A/ql   /-QO _   , \l/p'

u(x)"dx)     (fr   v(x)-p dx)

where here and throughout the indices p and p' are related by \/p + \/p' = 1.

Moreover, we adhere to the convention that products of the form 0( + oo) are taken

to be zero.

In the sequel we consider the (Hardy) operator P and its dual Q, defined by

(Pf)(x) = /J/(f) dt and (Qf)(x) = ^ fit) dt,0<x<oc.
A function / is said to be P-admissible, respectively (¿-admissible, if (Pf)(x),

respectively (Qf)(x), is finite for 0 < x < oo.

In the next two theorems we give analogues for p, q < 1, p ¥= 0, q ¥= 0 of results

of [2].
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Theorem 1. (a) Let p, q < 0 and 0 < fr0 v(t)~p' dt < oo for all r > 0. If there

exists a C > 0 such that

(1) (Ç[v(x)f(x)Ydx)1/P < c[Ç[u(x)(Pf)(x)]"dx)i/''

holds for all admissible f, then

(2) inîK(r)=B>0.
r>0

If q < p < 0 and (2) holds with K(r) nondecreasing, then there exists a C > 0 such

that (1) holds for all admissible f.

(b) Let p, q < 0, and 0 < /r°° «(i)"*' <* < oo for all r > 0. 7/i/We ex/sis a C > 0

si/c/i that for all admissible f we have

(3) (}Q°°[v(x)f(x)Y dx)l/" < c(/o°°[M(x)(^)(x)]i ax)'7*,

/Ae/t

(4) inf J(r) =B>0.
r>0

If q < p < 0 am/ (4) Ao/ifc w/'/A nonincreasing J(r), then (3) Ao/dk for some C and

all admissible f

Moreover, the smallest C in (1) and (3) satisfies B > C~x > \p\x/q(p')x/p'B

whenever q < p < 0.

Proof, (a) From (1) we obtain

(5) jr°°«(x)*(/o7(/) dt)' dx < C~"[Ç[v(x)f(x)Y dxf.

Fix r > 0,k > 0 and let/(x) = t>(x)~"' on (0, r] and/(x) = kfx(x) on (r, oo), where

/, is any F-admissible function for which f?[v(x)fx(x)Y dx < oo. Then /o/(0 «Ô

= /o «<0"'' í/í if 0 < x < /• and it is equal to ¡o <t)~p' dt + kf? fx(t) dt if x > r,
and from (5) we obtain

S^<x)q[j\(t)-p' dt)" dx < C-"[Jorv(t)-p' dt + kPl"[v(t)fx(t)Y dt)" ".

Since q < 0,p < 0, then as k —> + oo we obtain for any r > 0

(jT«(*)« A)(jTt>(0"' dt)9 < c-«(/o\>(í)-' 'dfp,

which implies (2) with B > C~x.

For the (near) converse, let h(typ' = f0 v(s)~p' ds. Then by Holder's inequality

for any admissible /

f*At)dt > (f¿[v(t)fit)h(t)Y dt)1/p(£[v(t)h(t)ypdt)l/p'

\/p  \\/p"
= (JoX[v(t)f(t)h(t)Y dt)l/"{foXv(t)-p'(^v(s)-p' ds)~l/P dt}

= (p')x<»h(xyp{Sü[v(t)f(t)h(t)Ydt)/,
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where the last equality is obtained on integrating. Hence if q < 0,

I=Ç[u(x)(Pf)(x)]qdx

< (pr/p'Çu(x)"h(xy^p\^[v(t)f(t)h(t)Y dt)9/P dx

= (/'')'//'J^00(J^00XIo^xl(0[o(OA(í)/(0],, dt)9/P ¿u(x),

where dp.(x) = u(x)qh(xyw/p' dx and X[o,X] ls tne characteristic function over [0, x].

Now, by Minkowski's inequality with parameter q/p > 1,

j u > —/«-/ r°°\ rx       , ,r .,„ . , .t.p/1 . \q/p
(py/p\fox[focoxlo,x](t)[v(t)h(t)f(t)y dtix)}"'9 dt}

= (Pr/p\Ç[<t)h(t)f(t)Y{^u(xyh(xr/p' dx)P/9 dt}
p/q       \Q/P

But   by   the   definition   of   K,   h(x)pq/p'    = ([/£ v(s)-p' ds]x/"')q/P'    =

K(x)^p'(r0u(s)qds)-X/»'so mat

I<(Pr/p\Ç[^t)h(t)f(t)Y

' r°° / </ rx \-i/i>'      1*/«    \
J    «(xfTCÍx^íJ   «(i)"*)        dx        dt\

< (pT^ÇlvOMOfit))" K(tY/p-

\fX(jXu(s)qds)   ]"u(x)qdx
Pi* \q/p

dt\     ,

since K is nondecreasing and q/p' < 0. On integrating, the inner integral is

dominated by -p(f0 u(s)q ds)x/p, which by definition of K is equal to

-pK(t)q/p(f0 v(x)-p' dx)-q'(pp') = -pK(t)q'"h(t)~". Hence by (2), since/» < 0

/ < (-p)(pr/p'(f[v(t)h(t)f(t)YK(t)x+^PMtrPdt)9/P

(-p)(p')q/P'Bq{Ç[v(t)f(t)Y dt)9/P.
q/p

Thus (1) holds with C~x > (-p)x/q(p')x/pB.

The proof of (b) is almost the same. In showing that (3) implies (4), set

fix) = kfx(x) on (0, r] and fix) = v(x)'p' for x G (r, oo), r > 0, k > 0 and the

argument proceeds as in part (a). For the sufficiency part, define h by h(ty =

¡f v(s)~p ds and the argument again follows as in part (a).

We remark that for q =p and K(r) = B the constant in (1) with C~x =

\p\i/p(p')1/pB is best possible. Equality is obtained in the application of Holder's

inequality in the proof if and only if fit) = f0(t) =kxv(t)~p(f'0v(s)~"' ds)~x/p,
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where kx is some constant. A simple calculation then shows that for 0 < a < ß <

00

\[¡\v(x)f(x)Ydx/¡\u(x)Pf(x)YdxY" = (BpT\i -P)'l/P = C.

To see that this C is best possible, one must for given 8 > 0 find an admissible

function/, > 0, such that

r[u(x)Pfx(x)Y dx>(C-p-8) r[v(x)fx(x)]p dx.
Jo Jo

Let/0 be defined as above; then following Beesack [1, pp. 52-54] one can show

that the function /, defined by

/.<*) = \

u(tYdt) ,    0<x<a,

/0(x), a < x < ß,

k(x), ß < x < oo,

for suitable a and ß and any fixed admissible function k, satisfies this estimate. We

omit the details. Observe that equality never holds in (1) in this case.

In the next theorem, we restrict the indices to the interval (0, 1).

Theorem 2. (a) Suppose 0 <p, q < 1 and for all r > 0, 0 < /" u(x)q dx < oo,

0 < /r°° v(x)-"' dx < oo. If (1) holds for all admissible /, then (4) holds and B >

c-\
Let 0 < q < p < 1. If J(r) is nonincreasing and satisfies (4), then (1) holds for all

admissible f with C~x >px/q\p'\x/p'B.

(b) Let 0 <p, q < 1 and for all r > 0, 0 < /„ u(x)q dx < oo, 0 < /„ v(x)~p' dx

< oo. 7/(3) holds for some C > 0 and all admissible f then (2) holds with B > C~x.

Moreover, ifO<q<p< 1 and K(r) is nondecreasing and satisfies (2), then (3) holds

for all admissible fand C~x > px/q\p'\x/p'B.

Proof. The proof is quite similar to that of Theorem 1. (See also [4, Theorem

4a]). We therefore sketch only the proof of the first part of part (a).

Rewrite (1) so that

(6) Ç[v(x)fix)Y dx < c(/o°0[«(x)(P/)(x)]* dx)P/".

Now let r > 0 be fixed and define fix) = v(x)~p for x G [r, oo) and zero other-

wise. Then from (6)

rv(Xyp' dx = r[v(x)v(x)-"'Y dx
•>r 'r

< Cp(fC°u(x)q(fXv(typ'dt)9dx)P

< Cp(f°°u(x)q dxy^pvO)-"' dt)P,

so that C"1 < (/« u(x)q dx)x/q(S? v(typ' dt)x,p'. Hence (4) holds with C~x < B.

\p/i
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Theorems 1, 2 with p = q and (u, v) = (x~k/p, xx~ik/py) and C~x =

I/jI'/'Í/j')'/^ = \p/(k - 1)|, yield the cases/; < 0, 0 <p < 1 of Hardy's inequali-

ties [1, pp. 54, 57] and (for 0 <p < 1) [3, Theorem 347], and these inequalities are

best possible.

We conclude with a special case 0 <p = q < I. For this we give an inequality of

the form (1) with v as an explicit expression in terms of u.

Corollary.   Suppose   0 < p < 1   and   /" u(x)(Pf)(xY dx < oo ;    then

So v(x)f(xy dx < oo, where v(x) = u(x)x-"(]x= u(t) dif.

Moreover

(i) rv(x)f(xf dx < P-p ru(x)(pf)(xy dx

and the constant is best possible.

By replacing u, v here by up and xf, (7) follows from Theorem 2(a), since an easy

computation in this case shows that J(r) = (1 — p)x/p = B is constant. Thus (1)

holds with (q =p)C~x = px/p\p'\x/p'B = p, so that (7) follows.

The following alternative proof of (7) may be of interest since it is easier: An

integration, an interchange of order of integration and Holder's inequality show

that

p-xÇu(x)^f(t) dt)' dx = Çu(x)j*d%) ds)P'lf(t) dt dx

= lXfU)u(t)-l/p+í/p\f%) ds)P~\f\(x) dx) dt

> (lœv(t)f(tY dt)l/y\(t)(f%) ds)" dt)'

Hence

l-!/;>'

[Ç»{t)f(tY dt)1/P < p-*(f\(x)(foXf(t) dt)" dx)

and the result follows.

A similar result with P replaced by Q holds; however in this case v(x) =

u(x)x-"(¡x0u(t)dtY.
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